The FDIC used cross-guarantees in order to close 38 subsidiaries of First RepublicBank Corporation in 1988 and 18 subsidiaries of First City BankCorporation in 1992 when lead banks from each of these Texas-based bank holding companies were declared insolvent. I use this plausibly exogenous failure of otherwise healthy subsidiary banks as a natural experiment in order to study the impact of bank failure on local area real economic activity.
Introduction
Why are banks so highly-regulated? There are probably several reasons, but one of the more important is a belief that bank failures are costly. While the most direct mechanism through which failures affect real economic activity is the loss of real wealth by parties holding bank liabilities and equity, even the parties that do not lose wealth suffer from illiquidity while they wait for assets to be liquidated. In the presence of borrowing constraints, this illiquidity affects real spending. Bank failures also disrupt or destroy long-standing credit relationships between a bank and its borrowers. If customers are unable to replace these relationships with other lenders on equal terms, this contraction in the supply of bank credit can also have an effect on real activity. Bernanke (1983) first highlighted the role that the financial system played in amplifying other shocks during the Great Depression, emphasizing the effect that weak firm balance sheets and bank failures had in contracting the supply of credit. He documents the severe contraction in bank lending in the early 1930s, and develops evidence that failed bank deposits have marginal explanatory power over and above monetary aggregates in explaining industrial production. 1 More recently, use an instrumental variables strategy with panel data in order to identify loan supply shocks and their effect on local area income over [1930] [1931] [1932] . The authors estimate an elasticity of real state income growth to bank loan supply growth of 45 percent, where a one standard deviation decrease 1 This view is not uncontested. It is not immediately clear that the observed contraction in bank lending was actually driven by bank failures, as it could reasonably have been caused by a decline in loan demand related depressed business conditions or a prompted by a deflation-induced deterioration in firm creditworthiness. Rockoff (1993) argues that the more important effect of bank failures is the illiquidity of suspended deposits. When using a quality-adjusted measure of the money supply, Rockoff determines that non-monetary variables are not necessary to explain the severity of the downturn.
in loan growth over three years (17.9 percent) reduces output growth over three years by about 7 percentage points.
2
While the existing literature suggests that bank failures were important during the 1930s, this paper addresses the question of whether or not bank failures still matter. The answer to this question is not obvious for at least three reasons. First, the creation of deposit insurance has significantly reduced the negative wealth effect of failures directly for depositors and indirectly for equity holders as the under-pricing of deposit insurance induced banks to increase leverage. Second, establishing the FDIC as receiver has minimized the illiquidity of failed bank deposits, as well as the claims of other creditors, and shortened the overall contraction in loan supply. Finally, the U.S. economy has likely become less bank dependent since the 1930s. In particular, Ashcraft (2003) estimates that the elasticity of real state income to bank loan supply is close to zero, and is definitely no larger than 10 percent.
Together, these three changes in the financial system raise the question of whether or not bank failures still matter.
This question takes on greater relevance as a recent empirical literature has struggled to establish a convincing connection between bank failures and local area economic activity. In a study of rural counties in Kansas, Nebraska, and Oklahoma over 1981 -1986 , Gilbert and Kochin (1989 find weak evidence that bank failures are followed by a decline in economic activity, but only if the bank is closed. In another paper, Clair (1994) finds little correlation 2 Anari, Kolari, and Mason (2003) separately conclude that the stock of suspended deposits is as important as money stock in explaining output change over forecast horizons of one to three years during the 1930s. It follows that both the illiquidity of suspended deposits and the contraction in lending played an important role.
between bank failures and rural county output in Texas during the 1980s. While there are likely severe endogeneity problems associated with a simple regression of local area real economic activity on lags of failed bank deposits, as is done in the literature, the most natural bias is that such an analysis overstates the effect of bank failure.
Ideally, one would like to randomly assign failures to banks, then step back and watch what happens to real economic activity. Fortunately or unfortunately, the regulators lack the authority to run such experiments, so we are left to identifying bank failures that occurred for reasons that have little to do with local area economic activity. In this paper, I study two incidents when healthy subsidiaries of a multi-bank holding company failed when the lead banks failed:
1. In January 1988, the FDIC provided $1 billion of open-bank assistance to the lead banks of First RepublicBank Corporation in the form of a six-month loan. The note was guaranteed by the other 38 subsidiaries of the holding company and was collateralized by the equity that the parent had in these subsidiaries. When the FDIC chose not to renew the assistance loan in July 1988, the lead banks defaulted on the note and the insurer claimed its collateral, failing the non-lead banks in the holding company.
2.
The cross-guarantee provision of FIRREA permits the FDIC to charge off any expected losses related to the failure of one subsidiary bank of a multi-bank holding company to the capital of a related subsidiary bank. In October 1992, the FDIC exercised this authority when the lead banks of First City Bankcorporation were declared insolvent. As the insurer expected losses of $500 million and the 18 other subsidiaries only held less than $300 million in primary capital, these other banks also failed.
In each of these cases, subsidiary banks of a multi-bank holding company failed for reasons that were arguably independent of local area economic conditions. . While both sets of banks begin with similar primary capital ratios two years before failure, the losses associated with a traditional bank failure eat up bank capital in each quarter until the bank is finally insolvent. In contrast, the primary capital ratio of the healthy banks is remarkably steady, implying that there is clearly something different about these bank failures.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 investigates the simple lessons learned from OLS, while Section 3 describes the main institutional details behind the FDIC-induced failure and resolution of healthy banks. Section 4 describes the data and analysis related to the natural experiments, while Section 5 concludes.
A first pass
Before turning to the natural experiments, it is useful to take a careful look at the correlation between bank failure and local area real economic activity. A first pass at measuring the effect of bank failure on real economic activity can be done using an OLS regression of county income k years after failure ln(y c,t+k ) on lags of county income before failure and the ratio of failed bank deposits to county income θ c,t in the year of failure.
(1) ln(y c,t+k ) = Σ j=1 3 β j *ln(y c,t-j )+δ k *θ c,t k ∈{0,1,..,5,6}
The regression includes a full set of time effects, uses robust standard errors, and clusters standard errors at the county level. Panel A of Table 2 reports OLS estimates of δ k . In order to interpret these coefficients, consider a failure involving a ratio of deposits to income of 20 percent. Controlling for the effect of pre-existing local area economic conditions, this failure is followed by a decline in real income equal to 0.23 percent in the year of failure.
Three years after failure, real income has fallen by about 0.40 percent, and shows now signs of recovery even six years after failure.
One might want interpret the estimates in Panel A as the effect of bank failure on real activity, controlling for the effect of pre-existing economic conditions. However, bank failure does not occur randomly conditional on the level and trend of real county income. In particular, if the reason why a bank fails in one county and not another has anything to do with how county income would evolve if the bank did not actually fail, OLS estimates will not accurately measure the effect of bank failure on the local economy. Since the risky part of a bank's asset portfolio is just made up of loans to local area firms, it seems especially hard to argue that bank failure is in any sense exogenous to the counterfactual path of income.
While it is hard to disentangle the effect of bank failure on real economic activity, it might be easier to identify differences in the effect of bank failure on county income across some measure of bank "specialness." Since small banks tend to concentrate lending with small firms, which are presumably more bank-dependent, one reasonable difference seems to be across bank size. The specification above permits for larger banks to have a larger effect on real economic activity simply because they have a larger presence in the market. If small banks are more special, however, one might expect that the failure of small banks to have a larger effect on economic conditions per dollar of failed bank deposits.
In order to develop evidence on this hypothesis, I permit the effect of deposits relative to income to be different for small (θ c,t < 0. imply that for a failure involving a deposit to income ratio of 20 percent, county income declines in the year of failure by 1.76 percent using the small coefficients and only 0.18 percent using the large coefficients. After six years, the small failure has reduced real income by 4.31 percent while the large failure has reduced real income by 0.30 percent.
While this pattern is consistent with small banks being more special than large banks, it is possible to tell a reasonable story that gives cause for concern. Since small banks largely lend to local area businesses, one might expect small bank performance to be more closely tied to the local economy than that of large banks. It follows that small bank failures are a better signal of a negative shock to the local economy than large bank failures, and the differences across size may not accomplish much to solve our original endogeneity problem.
The effect of failure on real activity should also depend on the manner in which the institution in resolved. Since a Type III resolution involves the permanent destruction of relationships between the institution and its customers, one might expect this to have the most significant effect on real activity. Panel C of While this pattern is again consistent with banks being special, one might be concerned that the insurer typically gets to choose how a bank is resolved. In particular, the FDIC is mandated to choose the resolution method that minimizes the cost to the taxpayer. As this cost likely depends in part on expected local area economic conditions, it is not clear that the observed larger effect of a Type III resolution reflects the destruction of relationships or how the insurer chooses resolution type.
In summary, bank failures are typically followed by modest declines in local area economic activity. The decline in real county income is larger per dollar of deposits for small banks than large banks, consistent with the greater concentration of local area claims in small bank loan portfolios. Finally, the negative effect of failure is much larger when the bank is closed, consistent with the idea that it is difficult for firms to replace long-standing relationships.
While all of this evidence is consistent with banks being special, it is not possible to dismiss some reasonable concerns.
The Failure and Resolution of Healthy Banks
Why would the FDIC let healthy banks fail? Why would the failure of healthy banks have any effect on real economic activity? The following two sections provide detailed explanations to each of these questions.
The FDIC-induced failure of healthy banks
The most severe of the regional banking crises in the late 1980s occurred in the Southwest, Table 4 illustrates that these problems were concentrated in the lead banks in Houston and Dallas, as Treasury note, and was guaranteed by all other subsidiaries of the bank holding company and collateralized by the equity stake the parent held in them.
First RepublicBank Corporation
While the FDIC assistance plan slowed the outflow of deposits from the lead banks, the condition of lead banks continued to deteriorate. The last column of Table 4 indicates that stockholder's equity in the holding company was negative $1.1 billion at the end of the second quarter of 1988. The dire problems faced by the lead banks are illustrated in Panel A of Table 5 , which indicates that only 50 percent of assets were financed by deposits while almost 30 percent financed by federal funds loans. Panel B of the table illustrates that these loans originated in the non-lead banks, which had drawn down on liquid assets and slowed lending so much that federal funds loans were more than 40 percent of assets.
On July 29, 1988 the FDIC notified regulators that open-bank assistance would not be renewed. The Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas requested repayment of its loan to the Dallas bank, and when it was unable to repay it was declared insolvent and closed by the OCC. 6 In turn, when the Dallas and Houston banks were unable to repay the $1 billion note to the FDIC, the insurer charged the loan off against the capital accounts of all other subsidiary banks. This charge and losses on inter-bank funding the rendered all of the non-lead banks in the holding company insolvent, prompting the failure of otherwise healthy banks.
7 If the non-lead banks were truly healthy banks, why was their resolution so costly? From Table 3 , the cost of resolving the non-lead banks was $1.4 billion, and from Panel B of Table 5 these banks had in aggregate a little less than $450 million in equity capital on their second quarter Call Report. Together, these figures suggest that the FDIC recognized losses in the amount of $1.945 billion in resolving the non-lead banks. Since these banks held a little under $5 billion in federal funds loans, the losses on inter-bank funding are more than enough to explain the resolution cost. According to the third quarter Call Report documented in Table 7 , these two lead banks with about $4 billion in assets had posted a net loss of $86 million over the first nine months of the year and $450 million over the previous 45 months. One month before failure, the Dallas and Houston subsidiaries declared only $31 million in equity capital and $111 million in loan loss allowances against more than $300 million in problems loans.
First City Bankcorporation
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Later on the same day that the lead banks were closed, the FDIC exercised the "crossguarantee" provision of FIRREA, permitting the insurer to charge off to the capital of solvent subsidiary banks any expected losses related to the failure of the lead banks. As the FDIC's original estimate of loss was $500 million and the remaining subsidiaries only had $276 million in primary capital as of the third quarter Call Report, the regulators also closed down all of these other banks. In contrast to the lead banks, Table 7 illustrates that these other subsidiaries were actually profitable over the previous 45 months with net income of about $35 million. Moreover, even though the solvent subsidiaries had about $4 billion in assets, they only held one-fifth the amount of problem loans as the lead banks and on a consolidated basis maintained a primary capital ratio of almost 7 percent.
The FDIC's resolution of healthy bank failures
The FDIC is authorized by the Competitive Equality Banking Act (CEBA) of 1987 to create bridge banks in the resolution of failed banks. A bridge bank is a national bank chartered by the OCC that is operated by the FDIC for a period of less than two years. The creation of a bridge bank gives the insurer time to stabilize the failed bank's situation, effectively market the franchise to potential acquirers, and perform due diligence on the asset portfolio. The and First City Bancorporation were both resolved using bridge banks.
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Between 1987 and 1994, the FDIC used its authority 10 times to resolve 114 failed banks into 32 bridge banks with total assets of about $90 billion. Most of these failures occurred in the Northeast or the Southwest and involved institutions with assets of at least $1 billion.
Except for two cases, the bridge bank operated for less than seven months. A bridge bank operates in a conservative manner, attempting to preserve franchise value and lessen any disruption of failure to the local community. In the early bridge banks, there was little lending until the acquirers assumed complete control. In later bridge banks, however, the FDIC selected a CEO and appointed a Board of Directors. Moreover, the FDIC tried to prevent a significant outflow of commercial and retail loan customers by making limited loans and honor commitments to the local community that would not increase losses.
8 The description here of the First City failure draws on a case study appearing in Chapter 5 of Part II of FDIC (1998):
"First City Bancorporation," Managing the Crisis, pp. 567-594. 9 The description here of the FDIC's use of bridge banks draws on Chapter 6 of Part I of FDIC (1998): "Bridge Banks,"
Managing the Crisis, In practice, what happens to lending when an institution is placed in a bridge bank? Panel A of Table 9 documents selected variables for 10 bridge banks that were used to resolve 50 failed banks, a group that does not include the subsidiary banks of the bank holding companies involved in the two natural experiments. The table reports Table 9 indicates that this reduction in the stock of loans was not driven by the sale of loans with recourse. Moreover, there is no evidence from the income statement indicating extraordinary income related to losses from the loan sales, as would have been the case for a non-recourse sale.
First City Bancorporation
In resolving the subsidiaries of First City Bancorporation, the FDIC established 20 separate bridge banks to assume the deposits of each failed subsidiary bank. At the time failure, the FDIC expected losses from four of the subsidiary banks: the two lead banks in Dallas and
Houston and as well as two subsidiary banks in Austin and San Antonio that failed to meet minimum regulatory capital adequacy guidelines. In the sixteen other subsidiaries, the FDIC transferred all deposits, including $140 million in uninsured deposits, to new bridge banks.
In the four banks where losses were expected, all insured deposits were transferred to bridge banks and the FDIC paid an 80 percent advance dividend on $260 million in uninsured deposits. The FDIC has two explanations for why the resolution of First City involved no cost to the insurer. First, there was a turnaround in Texas real estate, so the cost to the insurer on the $2.5 billion in loss-sharing assets was quite small, less than 3 percent. More importantly, the FDIC was pleasantly surprised with the bids it received for the 20 bridge banks, where it the breaking up of the bank holding company into small pieces facilitated a "diversification discount" in reverse as small banks with relatively high valuations of the bridge banks were seeking opportunities to expand.
Since each failed bank was placed into a separate bridge bank, it is possible to examine the lending of the lead and non-lead bank bridge banks separately. Panel C indicates that total extensions of credit fell by only about 4 percent for the lead banks, where this was driven by a collapse in off-balance sheet commitments. The behavior of non-lead bank bridge bank lending is illustrated in Panels D and E of the Table, where the former focuses on the problem banks in Austin and San Antonio. Total extensions of credit collapsed by about 44 and 45 percent in the healthy and problem non-lead banks, respectively. Moreover, there is no evidence to suggest that this decrease in the stock of loans is driven by loan sales, implying a fairly significant decline in bridge bank lending.
Data and Analysis
The fundamental unit of analysis is a county in a given year, where I implicitly treat each of If the location of each healthy bank failures was randomly assigned throughout the state of Texas, the analysis would be straightforward. Since there would be no pre-existing differences between the counties that were affected by the FDIC-induced failure and those that are not, I could simply focus on the behavior of real variables following the failure. It follows that any difference between these two groups is attributable to the effect of bank failure.
Unfortunately, the location of the healthy subsidiaries of our two failing bank holding companies was not randomly assigned. Since the parent companies chose to purchase banks in these counties and not other counties, one might be concerned that there is something different between the counties where there are healthy failures and the counties where there are not. If this is the case, then the naive analysis described above is not the right thing to do. For example, if the parent purchased banks in markets with fast growth or little competition, we want to be sure that we are using markets that had fast growth or little competition in the control group of unaffected counties.
Summary statistics are displayed in Table 10 , broken out across affected and unaffected counties for each of the natural experiments analyzed below. Counties affected by the failure of lead banks or problem non-lead banks are removed from the sample, as they are neither in the treatment nor the control groups. The affected counties appear to be a little more urban than the unaffected counties, as county income is much larger and banking market concentration as measured by the Herfindahl index (HHI) is much lower. There is no obvious pattern over two years for bank failures or county income growth, but it does seem to be the case that affected counties were more likely to have experienced thrift failures.
The natural solution to this potential problem is to control for county characteristics in the years before failure, and this is done through a lagged dependent variable specification. For a county (c) experiencing a healthy bank failure at time (t), we can analyze the effect of failure on real variables at time (t+k) using the following model:
(2) ln(y c,t+k ) = α+Σ j=1 3 β i *ln(y c,t-j )+Σ j=1 3 γ i *x c,f-j +δ k *θ c,t +ε c,t k ∈ {0,1,..,5,6} This is just a cross-section of Texas counties. The dependent variable is a measure of real economy activity (y) in county (c) at time (t+k). I control for pre-existing differences in the level and trend of the dependent variable before healthy failure using three lags of the dependent variable (the β j 's). In addition, I control for other differences in county banking markets using three lags of county-level characteristics (γ j 's) before the healthy failure. These characteristics include the log of county deposits, the county deposit Herfindahl index, the deposit market share of failed banks, the number of failed thrifts, deposit-weighted bank balance sheet variables, and in the 1992 cross-section the county CAMEL rating. Finally, the effect of bank failure is taken from the coefficient on the ratio of healthy bank deposits to income. Table 11 reports the effects of healthy bank failure on local area economic activity, reporting the OLS estimate of δ k and standard errors, which have been corrected for heteroskedasticity. In order to interpret these coefficients, I consider a bank failure with a ratio of deposits to county income of 20 percent, approximately equal to the mean of affected counties from Table 10 . I apply the estimated coefficients and standard errors in order to gauge the magnitude of the estimated effects and construct a 90 percent confidence interval. Figure 4a illustrates the average effect of healthy bank failure on log county income for the non-lead banks of First RepublicBank Corporation. After three years, real income has fallen by about 2.5 percent, while after six years real income has fallen by about 3.8 percent. Figure 4b illustrates the average effect of healthy bank failure on log county income for the healthy non-lead banks of First City Bankcorporation. After three years real county income has fallen by about 3.5 percent, while the effect remains at 3 percent after six years.
In each figure, the magnitude of the estimated effects are economically and statistically significant. While the effects might seem large, they are broadly in line with the OLS estimates for small bank failures in Panel B of Table 2 . At the same time, the measured effect of the average healthy bank failure is smaller than estimates of the effect of branch deregulation, which Strahan and Jayaratne (1996) 
Conclusions
This paper has developed evidence that healthy bank failures have significant and apparently permanent effects on real economic activity. Much of this effect can be explained by a severe contraction of failed bank lending shortly before failure and while the failed banks were under direct control of the FDIC. These results potentially have important implications for the supervision of small banks, which have been largely exempted from proposed changes in revised Basle Accord.
13 It is not possible to put together a consistent time series for county loan supply after control shifted from the FDIC, One might object that the lessons to be learned from the failure of healthy banks are very narrow. While this might be a clever way of disentangling the effect of pre-existing economic conditions from the effect of bank failure on real economic activity, it might have little to say about the effect of more typical bank failures. In particular, since banks often fail because of poor underwriting standards, the contraction in credit following a traditional bank failure is likely to be much more severe since other banks in the market are likely unwilling to extend credit on the same terms. In addition, it is possible that liquidating bank assets has a larger effect when economic activity is depressed, and since bank failures typically reflect weakness in the local economy, healthy bank failures likely understate the effect of this liquidation on real activity. So while healthy bank failures are undoubtedly different from traditional bank failures, it seems reasonable to think that they will understate the effect of a typical bank failure on real economic activity.
On the other hand, while one might be limited in making inferences about the effect of traditional bank failure on real economic activity, the failure of a healthy bank might be considered the ideal experiment in which to study the question of whether or not banks are special. In each of these healthy failures, there is a severe contraction in bank credit that is unrelated to local area economic activity, and the question is whether or not loan customers are able to replace this credit on equal terms at other banks. This seems like the perfect framework for evaluating the real macroeconomic importance of bank-specific relationships, and the costs of their destruction.
since acquirers typically came from other counties and absorbed the bridge bank onto their balance sheet.
The micro literature surveyed by James and Smith (2000) generally supports the hypothesis that bank loans are special, but the macro literature has been less conclusive. Peek and Rosengren (2000) find evidence that changes in U.S. real estate lending by Japanese banks related to the collapse of the Nikkei caused a changes in U.S. real estate output. On the other hand, Driscoll (2003) fails to find any evidence that shifts in state bank loan supply created by money demand shocks have any effect on state income. In addition, Ashcraft (2003) concludes that bank loans are not special enough for monetary economists to care.
In particular, the lending channel is an insignificant part of the transmission mechanism largely because real state income is so insensitive to state loan supply.
Why does bank lending matter in some places, i.e. Peek and Rosengren (2000) and in this paper, while not in others? If Japanese banks were making loans on the margin that were not being made by U.S. banks, it is not surprising that these changes in loan supply have important real effects. On the other hand, the frictions related to the lending channel generate loan supply shocks that are fairly small. Ashcraft (2003) exploits differences in access to external funds across affiliation with a multi-bank holding company, and finds that differences in the response of bank lending to a 100 basis point increase in the federal funds rate are no more than 1 percentage point across affiliation. 14 It follows that one reasonable way to reconcile the above results with Ashcraft (2003) is that firms are able to use non-bank sources of credit or draw down on liquid assets in order to shield investment from small bank loan supply shocks, but not large ones.
14 Using the sensitivity of bank loan growth to insured deposit growth as a measure of the severity of financial constraints, affiliation has the same effect on financial constraints as a fairly substantial change in bank capital. It follows that fairly large changes in the severity of financial constraints lead to fairly small changes in the response of lending to monetary policy, implying that the loan shocks associated with the lending channel are fairly small. 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2002 Failure Assistance 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2002 
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